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Lithium Ruthenates: Controlling Dimensionality and Topology of

Magnetic-Ion Arrangements
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In order to control the dimensionality and the topology of the arrangement of magnetic Ru

ions, NaCl-type lithium ruthenates have been investigated. Three types of lithium ruthenates,

Li3RuO4, Li2RuO3, and cubic-LixRuO1+x, were synthesized using a hydrothermal method.

All of them have NaCl-type structure, but the arrangements of the cations, Li+ and Ru5+

(or Ru4+), differ from each other. Li3RuO4 with one-dimensional zigzag chains of Ru ions

undergoes an antiferromagnetic transition at 66 K and exhibits an irreversibile magnetism

below 32 K, where the zero-field-cooled susceptibility differs from the field-cooled suscep-

tibility. Li2RuO3 with a two-dimensional honeycomb network of Ru ions demonstrates a

paramagnetism almost independent of temperature. A novel ruthenate cubic-LixRuO1+x, in

which Ru and Li randomly occupy the cation sites of NaCl lattice, undergoes a spin-glass

transition at 10 K.

KEYWORDS: transition metal oxide, random structure, ruthenate, magnetism, crystal struc-

ture, low dimension, magnetism, spin glass, frustration

1. Introduction

Among 4d transition elements, ruthenium demonstrates outstanding properties in ox-

ides. It is well known that a variety of electronic and magnetic phases appear in ruthenates.

While the simplest binary oxide RuO2 has a metallic conductivity with Pauli paramagnetism,

perovskite-type SrRuO3 exhibits a metallic conduction with itinerant ferromagnetism below

165 K, which is extraordinarily high for a 4d electron system.1, 2 Especially, what has begun

to arouse the wide interests of many physicists in ruthenates is the discovery of the super-

conductivity in Sr2RuO4.
3 Although the Tc (≈ 1K) is not so high, many experiments such as

NMR revealed its exotic spin-triplet properties.4 On the other hand, there are many insulating

ruthenates with localized spins.

Those spin systems with a singular geometry of magnetic ions are fascinating because of

their non-trivial magnetic ground states.5 In one-dimensional antiferromagnets, development

of a long-range Néel ordering is suppressed by a large thermal and quantum fluctuation.

Furthermore, a gap state appears because of purely quantum mechanical reason if the spin

number S is integer. In case of two- or three-dimensional systems, antiferromagnetic triangular,

kagomé or pyrochlore lattices hold a geometric frustration. In these systems, complicated phase
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transitions can occur in order to eliminate the frustration. Alternatively, the spins freeze in a

spin-glass state without a long-range order. Spin glass is characterized by anomalous properties

such as irreversible magnetism, frequency-dependent susceptibility and aging phenomena.6

Although, there are a number of experimental and theoretical studies on spin glass, many

fundamental problems are still unsolved.

We are interested in searching new ruthenates with a various arrangements of magnetic

Ru ions. In this study, we focused our interest on Li-Ru-O ternary systems with NaCl-type

structure. In these ruthenates, Li+ and Run+ (n = 4 or 5) occupy the Na sites and O2−

occupies the Cl sites. Because the ionic radius of Ru and that of Li are similar, their sites

seem exchangable each other. We considered that this feature can be utilized for control-

ling topology, dimensionality and randomness of the Ru arrangement, which may cause a

variety of exotic magnetisms. In many cases, high vapor pressure of lithium often prevents

us from obtaining lithium-containing oxides by a solid-state reaction which is an ordinary

method for a synthesis of oxides. Therefore, we used a hydrothermal method, by which we

can keep high Li concentration in a solution at high temperature. As a result of many trials,

we succeeded to synthesize several phases of NaCl type lithium ruthenates, one-dimensional

Li3RuO4, two-dimensional Li2RuO3 and three-dimensional cubic-LixRuO1+x. The last one is

a novel compound and exhibits a spin-glass behavior.

2. Experimental

Lithium ruthenates were synthesized using a hydrothermal method. A mixture of Li2O2

(or Li2O) and RuO2 was sealed in a gold capsule with water or NaOH solution. Then it

was put in a test-tube type autoclave. The autoclave was heated at 600-650 ◦C in a furnace,

keeping 150 MPa of hydrostatic pressure for a few days. The capacity of the capsule used for

the hydrothermal synthesis was so small, about 1 ml, that the amount of obtained materials

was only a few miligrams per batch. This prevented us from a chemical elementary analysis.

An energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS) (Oxford, Inca Energy 500) installed on a

scanning electron microscope was used just for checking if the sample includes Ru or Na. The

crystal structures were characterized with a powder X-ray diffractometer. An imaging-plate

type X-ray diffractometer (Rigaku, Rapid R-Axis) was also used when single crystals were

obtained.

Magnetic susceptibilities were measured with a superconducting quantum-interference-

device (SQUID) magnetometer (Quantum Design, MPMS-XL). For DC susceptibility mea-

surements, powder samples were wrapped with a piece of aluminum foil and it was fixed in a

straw. Samples for AC susceptibility were directly fixed on the inside of a straw with grease

in order to avoid the effect of shielding current of aluminum. The specific heat was measured

using an AC calorimeter. Powder sample was pressed into a disk-shaped pellet. 4 Hz of AC

light pulses were irradiated on the face of the pellet fixed in a cryostat. The amplitude of the
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Table I. The conditions of the hydrothermal synthesis for the lithium ruthenates. The applied hy-

drothermal pressure was 150 MPa for all the syntheses.

Starting materials T (◦C) Results

RuO2 (100 mg) + Li2O2 (100 mg) + H2O (0.2 ml) 650 (A) Li3RuO4

RuO2 (100 mg) + Li2O (100 mg) + H2O (0.2 ml) 650 (B) Li2RuO3

RuO2 (35 mg) + Li2O2 (46 mg) + 4 M NaOH (0.4 ml) 600 (C) cubic-LixRuO1+x

temperature oscillation measured by an AuFe-Chromel thermocouple fixed on the other face

of the pellet was recorded using a lock-in amplifier. Specific heat is reciprocally proportional

to the amplitude. We obtained only its temperature dependence without any estimations of

the absolute value of the specific heat.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Characterization and crystal structures

Table I summarizes the starting materials, the reaction conditions and the obtained mate-

rials. Depending on the synthetic condition, three types of materials, named (A), (B) and (C)

were obtained. Figure 1 shows their X-ray powder diffraction patterns. The powder patterns

of (A) and (B) almost agree with those of Li3RuO4
7 and Li2RuO3,

8, 9 respectively. Although

they had been already synthesized by a solid-state reaction, the detailed structures are slightly

different from ours as discussed below. On the other hand, the diffraction pattern of material

(C) was indexed with a fcc lattice. No ruthenates with similar patterns have been, so far,

reported. Therefore, (C) is a novel material firstly synthesized in this study and we named

it cubic-LixRuO1+x. We used a strong oxidant Li2O2 for the synthesis of (A), whereas Li2O

without oxidization power for (B). This resulted in Li3RuO4 with Ru5+ and Li2RuO3 with

Ru4+, respectively. For material (C), we used Li2O2 and NaOH solution. The EDS analysis

did not detect Na in the resulting material at all. This suggests that the role of NaOH was

just controlling pH.

Although the three phases have very different lattice parameters, thier structures are sim-

ilar. Roughly speaking, all of them have NaCl-type structure. In other words, the structures

are based on a fcc packing of oxygen. The cations, Ru5+ (or Ru4+) and Li+, occupy the

octahedral interstitial sites of the oxygen fcc lattice as shown in Fig. 2(a). The variety of the

cation arrangements makes these three phases different. Li3RuO4 and Li2RuO3 are character-

ized by an alternating stacking of two types of cation layers, Li-layer and LiRu-layer, along

the 111 direction of the cubic lattice. The Li-layer is a triangular lattice of lithium atoms

and the LiRu-layer contains Li and Ru whose arrangement depends on materials as shown in

Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c). In Li3RuO4, Ru ions form one-dimensional zigzag chains which are

separated each other by LiO6 octahedra. On the other hand, Ru atoms form a two-dimensional
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Fig. 1. X-ray powder diffraction patterns for the three lithium ruthenates. The symmetry and the lat-

tice parameters are: (A)monoclinic, a = 5.13 Å, b = 5.88 Å, c = 5.10 Å, β = 110.0◦; (B)monoclinic,

a = 4.92 Å, b = 8.77 Å, c = 9.88 Å, β = 100.07◦; (C)cubic, a = 4.144 Å.

honeycomb network in Li2RuO3. The structures explained above are too idealized. Our X-

ray powder patterns detected disorders. The result of a Rietveld analysis on Li3RuO4 using

RIETAN 200010 is summerized in Table II. We first tried to refine the structure assuming

an ideal composition. This resulted in large Rwp. Then, we assumed that ruthenium atoms

substitute for a part of lithium atoms. In the optimized structure, 7.7 % of Li are replaced by

Ru. Alexander, et al. reported a similar result on Li3RuO4 obtained by a solid-state reaction.

In their case, the amount of the substitution is only 1.4 %, smaller than in our sample. In

the case of Li2RuO3, there was a significant difference between the powder pattern of the
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Table II. Atomic positions and occupancies of Li3RuO4 optimized by a Rietveld analysis. The tem-

perature factors Beq are fixed to 0.3. The final reliability factors are Rwp = 0.098 and S = 2.13.

Atom x y z Beq Occ.

Li1/Ru1 0.0 0.645(4) 0.25 0.3 0.93/0.07

Li2/Ru2 0.5 0.843(4) 0.25 0.3 0.93/0.07

Li3/Ru3 0.5 0.397(2) 0.25 0.3 0.90/0.10

Ru4 0.0 0.138(1) 0.25 0.3 1.0

O1 0.233(2) 0.116(2) 0.002(2) 0.3 1.0

O2 0.238(2) 0.374(2) 0.493(2) 0.3 1.0

hydrothermal sample and that of the samples synthesized by a solid-state reaction following

Ref.9 A part of reflections was broad and weak in the hydrothermal sample. A quantitative

analysis indicates that ruthenium atoms substitute for a part of lithium sites in the LiRu

planes.

In cubic-LixRuO1+x, the cation sites of the NaCl-type lattice are randomly occupied by

Li and Ru. We also succeeded in obtaining single crystals of this phase. The typical size of the

crystals was 100×100×100 µm3. One of the X-ray oscillation photographs on a single crystal

is shown in Fig. 3. The photograph is characterized by strong and sharp diffraction spots and

streaky diffuse scatterings. The analysis using only the sharp spots gives a cubic unit cell

with a = 4.144 Å, which coincides the unit cell of the fcc oxygen lattice. This indicates that

there is no long-range order of the cations located in the octahedral interstitial sites of the

fcc lattice. From the intensity data, we tried to determine the composition of this material.

We assumed that oxygen forms a perfect fcc lattice and that Ru and Li randomly occupy

the octahedral sites. Then, their occupancies were optimized as parameters. The obtained

Ru occupancy was about 0.25, whereas we did not succeeded in optimizing the Li content

because it have a very small effect on the R factor. Assuming no vacancies at cation sites, the

nominal composition based on this analysis is closed to “Li3RuO4”. This indicates that the

oxidation number of Ru is 5+, which is consistent with the synthetic condition with a strong

oxidant, Li2O2. The existence of the diffuse scatterings proves that the randomness in the

cation arrangement is not perfect but that there is a short-range order. Their streaky shape

indicates that the three-dimensional correlation of the short-range order is weak. There are

several batches which exhibited strong scatterings at (l/2,m/2, n/2), where l, m and n are

integers. In those batches, a long-range superstructure of the cations is developed. A similar

type of cation ordering is also reported in LiFeO2.
11
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3.2 Magnetism of Li3RuO4

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility of polycrys-

talline Li3RuO4 under 0.1 T of magnetic field. The magnetic susceptibility exhibits a Curie-

Weiss type behavior above 100 K. A local maximum with a sharp bend appears at T1 = 66

K, below which the susceptibility decreases with decreasing temperature down to T2(= 32 K).

Below T2, a discrepancy between the field-cooled (FC) curve and the zero-field-cooled (ZFC)

curve appears. The FC susceptibility steeply rises with decreasing temperature. The ZFC

susceptibility exhibits a small hump at 22 K. We measured the susceptibility under several

magnetic fields. The transition temperatures, T1 and T2, did not depend on magnetic fields,

but the magnitude of the discrepancy below T2 was more pronounced for lower magnetic fields.

We fitted the data above 100 K with Curie-Weiss formula. The obtained Curie constant and

Weiss temperature were C = 1.7 emu·K/mol and Θ = −231 K, respectively. Since Ru5+ has

three 4d electrons in the t2g orbitals, each Ru has S = 3/2 spin. Assuming g = 2, the Curie

constant is calculated as 1.875 emu·K/mol, in good agreement with the observation.

Alexander, et al. reported the magnetic susceptibility of Li3RuO4 prepared by a solid-

state reaction.7 Their data are similar to ours although their transition temperatures are

lower than ours; their T1 and T2 are 50 K and 10 K, respectively. They also mentioned that

a neutron diffraction study at 5 K did not detect any additional magnetic Bragg scatterings.

Therefore, they interpreted that the anomaly at T1 is due to a short-range order. However,

the anomaly in the susceptibility at T1 seems very sharp and clear, unlike a broad maximum

coming from a development of a short-range order in one-dimensional antiferromagnet.12 In

order to clarify whether there is a phase transition at T1 or not, we carried out a specific heat

measurement. Figure 5 shows the temperature dependence of the specific heat. An anomaly

is clearly observed at T1, suggesting the existence of a phase transition at T1. The peak at T1

does not seem as sharp as that of ordinary second-order phase transition. This is probably

because we used powder sample in spite of the AC method. In this case, thermal resistances

between the particles often cause a problem. Although we have no information about the

magnetic structure below T1, a Néel type ordering shown in Fig. 7 does not conflict with their

comment on the neutron result so much because the magnetic unit cell of this type ordering

is the identical with the structural unit cell. Such a magnetic order might be overlooked by

the neutron measurement because it slightly changes the intensity of each Bragg reflection

without occurrence of any extra peaks.

The T1/|Θ| ratio is as small as 0.3. This means that something suppresses a develop-

ment of the long-range antiferromagnetic order at the mean-field transition temperature. The

one-dimensionality of the zigzag chain should be a dominant origin. The development of the

three-dimensional long-range order below T1 indicates that the interchain exchange interac-

tion are not negligible. A super-superexchange interactions through LiO6 octahedra might be
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strong enough to couple the chains. We should also remind that a part of interchain Li are

substituted by Ru. They can, to some extent, mediate the interchain exchange interactions.

The substitution ratio is higher in the hydrothermal sample than in the sample prepared by

a solid-state reaction. This could explain that the hydrothermal sample has higher transition

temperatures.

The irreversible behavior below T2 indicates another magnetic transition. The appearance

of an irreversibility far below a magnetic phase transition temperature reminds us of reentrant

spin-glass phenomena. In FexMn1−xTiO3, for example, an irreversible magnetism appears be-

low some temperature far lower than the antiferromagnetic transition temperature.13 There

are, however, qualitative differences between typical reentrant spin-glass systems and our

Li3RuO4. As shown in Fig. 4, the FC curve of Li3RuO4 steeply increases below the onset

temperature of the irreversibility, which is unlike the temperature dependence of FC suscep-

tibility in reentrant spin glass systems. In general cases, a spin-glass system exhibits aging

phenomena; the magnetization in a glass state becomes time dependent in a wide range of

time scales. We measured the time dependence of the magnetization for several hours below

T2. However, the magnetization always keeped constant value within the resolution of our

instrument.

Another scenario about the T2 transition is as follows. The super-superexchange inter-

action via Li causes a Néel order of the magnetic moments located on the zigzag chains at

T1, but the magnetic moments on the interchain Ru atoms which partially substitute the Li

sites are not necessarily ordered. This partially melted state could be caused by a geometric

frustration. The interchain Ru atoms has four neighbors as shown in Fig. 6. Assuming the

same magnitudes of antiferromagnetic interactions, the directions of the spins of these Ru are

not determined by nearest neighbor exchange interactions. The T2 transition is possibly inter-

preted as a phase transition where these interchan spins order at last. The FC susceptibility

suggests that the T2 transition is accompanied by a weak ferromagnetism.

3.3 Magnetism of Li2RuO3

Figure 7 shows the magnetic susceptibility of Li2RuO3 prepared by a hydrothermal

method. At first, we tried to analyze the temperature dependence using Curie-Weiss for-

mula, but it was not successful. Then, we took account of also a constant term χ0. Using the

formula

χ =
C

T −Θ
+ χ0, (1)

the observed temperature dependence is reproduced. The values of C, Θ and χ0 obtained by a

least-square fitting were 2.9× 10−3 emu·K/mol, -1.9 K and 2.9× 10−4 emu/mol, respectively.

The Curie constant is only 0.3 % of what is expected from a localized spin model with Ru4+

(S = 1).

One of the possible explanations about this discrepancy is that the d-electrons are delo-
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calized in the two-dimensional network. The Curie-Weiss term is due to an extrinsic effect

such as magnetic impurities or defects. In this picture, the susceptibility χ0, independent of

temperature, can be interpreted in terms of Pauli paramagnetism. The value of χ0, ≈ 3×10−4

emu/mol seems large for Pauli paramagnetism, but not extraordinary for highly correlated

oxides. However, a preliminary study of the electric conductivity on a pelletized powder mea-

sured only ≈ 10−4 Ω−1cm−1 at room temperature, which is far from a typical values in metals.

For the reason, we cannot exclude the contact resistances between particles at present.

Another interpretation is that the four 4d electrons in Ru4+ form a spinless state. The

triple degeneracy of the t2g levels is lifted due to a trigonal distortion of the RuO6 octahadra. If

the four 4d electrons occupy the lower two levels, the total spin degree of freedom disappears.

In this case, we need another explanation about the origin of the χ0 term. If the energy

level of the excitation state with a normal spin configuration is close to the ground state,

it might contribute to the temperature independent paramagnetism through a second order

parturbation.

Recently, an interesting interpretation of non-magnetic behavior of Li2RuO3 has been

given by Miura et al.14 They pointed out that a large distortion from an ideal honeycomb

lattice has fatal effect on the magnetic ground state, because the spins form singlet pairs

on the shortest Ru-Ru bonds. Similar phenomena were observed in several oxides having a

distorted honeycomb structure.15

3.4 Magnetism of cubic-LixRuO1+x

The magnetic susceptibility of cubic-LixRuO1+x above 20 K simply obeyed Curie-Weiss

law. The obtained Curie constant and Weiss temperature were C = 0.0078 emu·K/g and

Θ = −100 K, respectively. As already mentioned, the composition of this phase guessed from

the X-ray diffraction is closed to “Li3RuO4”. Assuming this composition, the molar Curie

constant is calculated as C = 1.4 emu·K/mol, which is close to the calculated value for Ru5+,

1.875 emu·K/mol. The Weiss temperature, −100 K, with a large absolute value indicates the

existence of strong antiferromagnetic interactions. However, this compound does not undergo

an antiferromagnetic phase transition. Instead, a spin-glass behavior appears. The magnetic

susceptibility was measured under various DC magnetic fields, as shown in Fig. 8. At 0.05

T, the susceptibility exhibits a cusp at 10 K, below which the ZFC curve deviates from the

FC curve. As the magnetic field becomes higher, the cusp becomes less sharp and the onset

temperature of the irreversiblility becomes lower. These observations agree with a behavior

of an ordinary spin glass.6 In order to verify that the irreversibility is an intrinsic effect, we

also performed a measurement on single crystals tightly fixed to the straw with grease. The

result was almost the same.

We investigated the time dependences of the magnetization under the following conditions.

In ZFC condition, the sample was cooled from 50 K to the target temperature under zero
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magnetic field. After waiting for 3000 s, 3.33 mT of magnetic field was applied and the time

dependence of the magnetization was recorded. In thermoremanent magnetization (TRM)

condition, we first cooled the sample from 50 K to the target temperature in 100 mT of

magnetic field. After waiting for 3000 s, the magnetic field was quickly removed and the

magnetization was recorded as a function of time. The results are shown in Fig. 9. In the both

conditions, aging phenomena clearly appeared; the magnetizations significantly dependent on

time. Although the large experimental error prevents us from obtaining the exact function,

the time dependence seems not very different from an exponential-type decay.

We also measured the AC magnetic susceptibility using a SQUID magnetometer. The

amplitude of the AC field was 0.65 mT. As shown in Fig. 10, the real component of the

AC susceptibility, χ′, detected a sharp cusp at 10 K, below which the imaginary component

χ′′ rises. For higher frequencies, the cusp temperature becomes higher. This is a common

behavior in spin-glass systems. The AC susceptibility also detected a sharp bend at 3 K,

suggesting another phase transition. This transition temperature also slightly shifts to higher

temperature for higher frequency. This indicates that the 3 K transition is also a kind of glass

transition.

“Spin-glass” like behaviors had been, so far, reported in several ruthenates. Among them,

CaRuO3
16 and Y2Ru2O7

17, 18 do not contain magnetic elements other than Ru. CaRuO3 had

been regard as a paramagnetic metal at first. Felner, et al. reported that its magnetic suscepti-

bility exhibits an irreversibility below 90 K.16 They mentioned that CaRuO3 is on the verge of

magnetic ordering and readily evolves into a magnetically ordered phase. CaRuO3 is, however,

unlike a spin glass in ordinary sence. Because, there is no cusp in the magnetic susceptibility at

the onset temperature of irreversibility. In addition, no aging effect nor frequency-dependent

magnetism were reported as far as our knowledge. Y2Ru2O7 has a pyrochlore lattice with a ge-

ometric frustration. In this compound, an irreversibility appears in the magnetic susceptibility

below 76.5 K. However, neutron experiments revealed sharp magnetic scatterings below 76.5

K, which indicates a development of a long-range magnetic order unlike ordinary spin-glass

states.17

As we showed a number of evidences here, cubic-LixRuO1+x definitely exhibits a spin-glass

behavior. Let us consider its origin. Firstly, we should point out that there is a structural

disorder; Li and Ru randomly occupy the octahedral interstitial sites in the fcc lattice of

oxygen. A wide distribution of the exchange interactions may suppress a development of a

long-range antiferromagnetic order. In addition, a geometric frustration is inherent in the fcc

lattice of cations. This prevents it from a development of a trivial Néel ordering even if all of

the cation sites were occupied by Ru atoms. The geometry of the magnetic ions are equivalent

to that in EuxSr1−xS in which magnetic Eu2+ and nonmagnetic Sr2+ randomly occupy the

cation sites of a NaCl lattice.19, 20 In that case, a transition from superparamagnetism to spin
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glass is observed at x = xp (≈ 0.136), where xp is a percolation limit for fcc lattice taking

account of the nearest and the next-nearest neighbor exchange interactions.21

Most of spin-glass systems have some anisotropy. For example, MnxFe1−xTiO3 and

NixMn1−xTiO3 have Ising-type and XY -type anisotropies, respectively.13, 22 In Heisenberg

spin-glass system with a weak anisotropy, a mean-field theory predicted that the transverse

component of spins freezes at higher temperature than the temperature where the longitudinal

component does.23 As a result, two successive phase transitions appear. Such a phenomenon

was, for example, reported on ZnMn24 or on NixMn1−xTiO3
22 where there is a single-ion type

anisotropy. Let us consider the dimensionality and the spin degree-of-freedom of our cubic-

LixRuO1+x. Because each ruthenium ion is located on the center of the octahedron of oxygen

ions, it is clear that there is no reason to have a single-ion type anisotropy. Furthermore, as we

disscussed above, the oxidization number of Ru is 5+. In Ru5+, each of the three t2g orbitals

is singly occupied by an electron, and consequently no orbital degree-of-freedom remains.

Therefore, we can regard this compound as a three-dimensional Heisenberg-spin system as a

first approximation.

In conventional models of spin glass, it has been considered that Ising-type anisotropy

is essential for a spin-glass transition at finite temperature, although a number of experi-

ments on almost purely Heisenberg spin-glass system have revealed a glass transition at finite

temperature. Recently, Kawamura has proposed another interpretation of the glass transi-

tion in Heisenberg system called “chirality hypothesis”.25, 26 In his theory, Heisenberg-type

spins themselves do not freeze but chiralities undergo a glass transition at finite tempera-

ture in Heisenberg system. The anomaly of the chirality can be detected by a magnetization

measurement if there is a spin-chirality coupling.27, 28 Based on this model, the spin-glass

transition at finite magnetic field is not a two-step type. This is in contrast with a mean-field

prediction where a spin-glass transition is a single step at zero field, but becomes two steps

under a finite magnetic field because of the anistropy introduced by an external field.23, 29

Unlike another Heisenberg-glass Y2Mo2O7,
30 the spin-glass transition in cubic-LixRuO1+x

around at 10 K seems always single-step under high magnetic fields, as far as we look at the

behavior of the irreversibility. This does not conflict with the chirality hypothesis. On the other

hand, the AC suscepitibility detected another glass transition at 3 K, suggesting a multi-phase

character of the glass state in cubic-LixRuO1+x. More investigations are necessary to clarify

its origin. As a possible interpretation, a conventional spin-glass transition due to a very weak

anisotropy might occure at 3 K, in addition to a chiral-glass transition at 10 K.

4. Conclusion

In order to compare magnetisms with various networks of exchange interactions, we syn-

thesized several types of NaCl-type lithium ruthenates by a hydrothermal technique. Li3RuO4

has a structure characterized by one-dimensional zigzag chains of Ru. Its magnetic suscep-
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tibility exhibits successive phase transitions: an antiferromagnetic transition at 66 K and

another transition at 32 K with an irreversibility between ZFC and FC magnetic suscepti-

bilities. Li2RuO3 comprising a two-dimensional honeycomb network of Ru has a magnetic

susceptibility almost independent of temperature. We discovered a novel lithium ruthenate,

cubic-LixRuO1+x, in which Ru and Li randomly occupy the octahedral interstitial sites of

the fcc lattice of oxygen. The magnetic susceptibility exhibits a cusp at 10 K below which an

irreversibility appears between the ZFC and the FC curves, characterizing a spin glass. Ag-

ing phenomena of magnetization and a frequency-dependent AC susceptibility also evidenced

a spin-glass state. AC susceptibility revealed another phase transition at 3 K, suggesting a

multi-phase character of the glass state.
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Fig. 2. Schematic views of the crystal structures of the lithium ruthenates. (a)NaCl-type lattice. Li

and Ru occupy the octahedral interstitial sites of the fcc lattice of oxygens. (b)Cation arrangement

of the LiRu-layer in Li3RuO4. Ru ions form one-dimensional zigzag chains. (c)Cation arrangement

of the LiRu-layer in Li2RuO3. Ru ions form a two-dimensional honeycomb network.
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Fig. 3. X-ray oscillation photograph of cubic-LixRuO1+x single crystal. A Mo-Kα beam was incident

on the single crystal with an oscillation angle of 30◦. The scattered X-ray was recorded on a

cylindrically-shaped imaging plate. In addition to sharp Bragg reflections whose indices are indi-

cated, motley diffuse scatterings are observed. The scattering intensity at the streak is far weaker

than that at Bragg spots although the contrast of the diffuse scatterings is emphasized. The white

circle on the center with a line is the silhouette of a direct-beam catcher.
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Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility of Li3RuO4. The susceptibility ex-

hibits a sharp bend at T1 and an irreversibility below T2 as shown in the inset.
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Fig. 5. Specific heat of Li3RuO4 measured with an AC caloriemeter. An anomaly is detected around

at T1.
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Fig. 6. Possible antiferromagnetic order below T1 in Li3RuO4. A geometry around the interchain Ru

site is also shown. The direction of the interchain spin is not determined because of the frustration.
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Fig. 7. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility of Li2RuO3 under 1 T of magnetic

field.
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Fig. 8. Temperature dependence of the DC magnetic susceptibility of cubic-LixRuO1+x under various

magnetic fields. For B = 0.05 T, the magnetic susceptibility exhibits a cusp at 10 K, below which

irreversibility appears between FC (upper) and ZFC (lower) curves. Under higher magnetic fields,

the cusp becomes less sharp and the onset temperature of the irreversibility becomes lower.
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Fig. 9. Time dependence of the magnetization of cubic-LixRuO1+x. In ZFC condition, the sample

was cooled under zero magnetic field. After 3000 s, 3.33 mT of magnetic field was applied. In ther-

moremanent magnetization (TRM) condition, the sample was cooled under 100 mT of magnetic

field. After 3000 s, the magnetic field was quickly removed. In both cases, aging phenomena are

clearly observed.
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Fig. 10. Real components of the AC magnetic susceptibility of cubic-LixRuO1+x under serveral fre-

quencies. The amplitude of the AC magnetic field was fixed to 0.65 mT. The contribution from

the grease was not subtracted. That is why the valued of the susceptibility is slightly smaller than

what measured by DC method.
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